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A Good Quiz to bring out your Lit- fizz!
The 21st of Augus 2021 dawned bright and early and brought with it the excitement
of another Literary Lounge Meeting virtually .This meeting featured club members
Deekshitha, Tharun, Naveen, Krisha and Raja testing their fellow members’ linguistic
prowess with a series of erudite questions on semantics, literature and grammar, in
the presence of the faculty. In keeping with the spirit of an intellectual lounge that
values learning, self-improvement and inclusivity above all ,the quizzers announced
that there would be no point system, and graciously ensured everyone got a chance
to participate over the course of the session.
The session warmed up with Naveen’s quiz on homophones and homonyms
followed by Raja’s quiz on adjectives and adverbs after which Darshan’s quiz on
poetic devices allowed students to get in touch with their verbal artistry. Students
enjoyed the opportunity to test their knowledge on subjects they had covered so
often in the classroom and gained a new perspective on these fundamental yet
deceptively simple topics.
Next, Deekshitha took the stage with a riveting quiz on etymology or root words, a
concept novel to many of the students present. Krisha took over with a quiz on
hyperbole. The students greatly enjoyed the opportunity to learn more about the
origins and alternate usages of the commonly used words ,celebrating both the
questions they got correct and the knowledge they gained from the questions they
went wrong.
Last but not the least, Tharun grabbed the students’ attention with a quiz on idioms
that put to test the old saying that a picture is worth a thousand words by using
colorful pictures to help the students guess what the idiom was.
This week’s literary club concluded with the kind of exhausted satisfaction only
learning can bring, and the assurance that the next session, would help both the
participants and organizers appease their literary quest even more..
The Lit-Fizz and its effervesence
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